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How Similar are the Determinants 
of Mortality and Fertility?* 

SYED MUBASHIR ALI, HUSSAIN BAKHSH SlY AL and MEHBOOB SULTAN 

INTRODUCTION 

In a pre-transition situation both fertility and mortality are high. However, in 
the process of demographic transition, fertility decline follows mortality decline and 
when the demographic transition is complete both these variables vary closely at a 
low level. In other words, both these variables behave in a way which are 
oomplimentaJy to each other and hence it may be hypothesised that the factors 
which explain variation in fertility should explain variation in mortality or vice 
versa. 

Nevertheless, the strength and sometimes even direction of these 
determinants may vary from time to time and from place to place. Presently, 
Pakistan is in the process of demographic transition. By using the 1990-91 Pakistan 
Demographic and Health Survey data, here in this exercise, an attempt is made to 
identify and investigate' the similarities and the differences if any, in the 
determinants of both fertility and mortality. 

METHODOLOGY AND VARIABLES 

The technique of Multiple Regression analysis is used to test the statistica1 
significance of the effects of each independent variable on the dependent variable. 
The two deperident variables are: (i) Children Ever Born (CEB) and (ii) Children 
Dead. 

The independent variables include, age, age at marriage, and the work status 
of women since marriage is used as a duminy variable. The durables in the 
household are considered as a proxy for etonomic statUs. There are 10 durables 
listed in the questionnaire, possession of which are asked one by one. Each durable 
is assigned a certain score. A zero score is assigned to the nonpossession of any 
durable by the household. The scores, when added together, will yield the economic 
status of a household. 

*Owing to unavoidable circumstances, the discussant's comments on this paper have Dot been 
received. . 
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